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Question-1
a) What is vertical queue model and why the name is so? Explain its limitation.

b) What is the difference between "semi actuated" and "fully actuated" traffic signal?

c) What are the different types of shock waves that could form? Explain where you may see one of
them.

d) What are the different types of signal progression we see? Explain.

e) What is control delay? What are the components of control delay? [3X5=15]

Question-2
a) Consider the case of a maintenance operation requiring closure of the one of the three lanes of a

freeway segment. The work will require four hours to complete, including placing and removing
traffic-control devices. Data obtained from a nearby counter during the previous two weeks were
used to estimate the following demand pattern:

Time Period Demand volume (vph)

9-10 AM 2920
10-11 AM 3120
11-noon 3200
12-1 P.M 3500
1-2 P.M 3830
2-3 P.M 3940
3-4 P.M 4620
4-5 P.M 5520

Assume work is to begin at 9:00 AM. Using the deterministic queuing (cumulative arrival-
departure plot) method estimate the impact of this activity if the capacity of the road segment is
1500 veh/hr/ln. Also find the maximum queue length and maximum delay.

b) On a road the speed-density relationship is u=70-0.7k. The traffic of the road was moving at a
speed of 40 kmph when it was stopped by a flag-person. The movement of the stream was
stopped for 5 minutes. After the vehicles were released from their stopped condition, the speed
was 30 kmph. Draw a schematic for the distance-time plot of the vehicles and determine the
speed of all the shock waves and the maximum length of the platoon.

c) Vehicles arrive at a toll booth with a mean arrival rate of 7 veh/min following Poisson distribution.
What are the probabilities that the 5 vehicles will arrive per minute and that the gap between
successive vehicles will be less than 5 seconds? [6+5+4=15]
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Question-3
a) What are class-l and class-ll 2-lane facilities? What parameters do we use to describe LOS of

these facilities? Explain the technique of calculating free flow speed for a 2-lane rural road if you
know the base free flow speed? Identify all the adjustments you need to do for this purpose.

b) What is a "collision diagram"? Explain the usefulness with schematic.
c) A local jurisdiction has determined that for a given set of geographic conditions, maximum rate of

8 crashes/million entering vehicles can be tolerated. At an intersection of 2 roadways with ADTs
of 10,000 and 7500, how many crashes can occur before corrective action must be sought?

d) What is traffic calming? Explain functions of i) Bulb-out and ii) Diverts with schematic.
[(2+1 +3)+2+2+(1 +2+2)= 15]

Question-4

a) What is warrant? How many warrants are there for signal? Explain what the following warrant
mean.

Warrant 6, Coordinated Signal System: Support:

o I Progressive movement in a coordinated signal system sometimes necessitates installing traffic control signals at
intersections where they would not otherwise be needed in order to maintain proper platooning of vehicles.
Standard:
02 The need for a traffic control signal shall be considered if an engineering study finds that one of the following
criteria is met:
A. On a one-way street or a street that has traffic predominantly in one direction; the adjacent traffic control
signals are so far apart that they do not provide the necessary degree of vehicular platooning.
B. On a two-way street, adjacent traffic control signals do not provide the necessary degree of platooning and the
proposed and adjacent traffic control signals will collectively provide a progressive operation.

b) The standard formula for clearance interval is based on a certain assumption about where the last
vehicle through the intersection is located when the signal for the conflicting traffic turns green.
Instead assume, when the signal for conflicting traffic turns green, that it's OK for the last vehicle to
be within the intersection with its front bumper about to exit the intersection. Under this assumption,
what clearance interval is needed if the intersection is 12 meter wide (curb to curb), the average
vehicle is 5.5 m long, the approach speed is 45 kmph, the maximum deceleration rate is 3.4 m/sec2,
and the perception-reaction time is 1 sec.

c) What is the maximum sum of critical-lane volumes that may be served by an intersection having
three phases, a cycle length of 75 sec, a saturation headway of 2.75 sec/veh, and a total lost time per
phase of 3.1 sec?

d) There is a major arterial in a particular CBD with following geometric details (Intersection #1 is the
south most). The speed of platoon is 30 kmph, cycle length is 60 sec and effective green time is 50%
of the cycle length.

Intersection # Distance between Distance (m)

1 1-2 30

2 2-3 30

3 3-4 20

4 4-5 40

5 5-6 20

i) Calculate ideal offsets and bandwidth for northbound traffic.
ii) Draw vehicle trajectory for the actual platoon speed and for a speed of 40 kmph and comment

what could be the consequence of this increased speed.

[(1+1+2)+3+3+(2+2+1 )=15]
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